
JUST IN: ALEXANDER WANG & THREEASFOUR for OAK NYC  
 
Fashion week is just around the corner and what better way to prepare than with Alexander Wang or threeASFOUR. For 
fall Wang presents a versatile selection of clothing that make their way from the office to the evening. Nubby wool and 
leather shorts, tailored blazers, and his signature knits are all represented. threeASFOUR, on the other hand, offers a 
striking and specific take on fall with a deft use of pieced fabrics in a stunning biker jacket, catsuit, and leggings. Metallic 
flourishes make these stand out and captivate without jarring – no easy feat these days.  
 
 

 
INTRODUCING: R13 for OAK NYC 
 
Inspired by the rebellious spirit of America and the intrigue of unwavering authenticity, R13 presents a range of conceptual 
denim fits and luxury separates. Made from Italian and Turkish denim, and produced between Italy and Japan, the quality 
is unparalleled. Our favorite piece by far, is the statement fur-lined biker jacket. 
 
 
 
JUST IN: RICK OWENS LILIES & DRKSHDW 
DRKSHDW is Rick Owens diffusion denim and jersey heavy line and is anything but basic. This fall maintaining Owens’ 
consistent inclinations toward radical explorations of silhouettes we are bringing in two new pant cuts: a pronounced 
bootcut fit and an aggressively exaggerated drop crotch in heavy flannel.  Other additions include not-so basic flannels, 
tees and sculptural pants. 
  
Since its launch in 2005, the LILIES collection by Rick Owens continues to redefine grunge romanticism with dramatic 
pleats and ruched silky viscose jerseys in his signature muted palette. This season LILIES blends in the warmth of angora 
to their slinky, flattering jersey styles for the fall season. 
 
 
 
RESTOCK MEN'S DENIM BESTSELLERS: ACNE, KSUBI, & DETH KILLERS   
Just like the old saying “if it ain’t broke don’t fix it,” men’s denim is a dime a dozen, but finding that incredible fit with the 
perfect wash can be nothing short of a transcendental experience. This fall we are stocking up tried-and-true, super 
covetable styles from our favorite brands — so now’s the time to stock up on the styles you love or try out some new 
favorites. 
 
Acne Black-Coated Candy: For the last time EVER, Acne releases the extra-skinny snake fit in a thick black-coated wash 
called the Candy. Eat them up before they are gone for good! 
 
The Acne Jones: with adjustable straps at the waist, this fit is nothing short of picture perfect so you can be sure we’ll be 
keeping up with the joneses. 
 
Deth Killers Asphalt-Resistant Jeans: we had to restock these impossible-to-find slim raw jeans in both black and indigo. 
Created for the heavy-hitting boys behind the Deth Killers motorcycle club these jeans can withstand a fall off your bike 
and a night out in Bushwick, Brooklyn. 
 
Ksubi Van Winkle Elle Aye and the Mad Wax Chitch: Skinny, stretchy, anti-fit, coated and worn…these two styles from 
Aussie denim label are finally back in stock after blowing out this summer. Just in time for the cold winter months. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


